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Abstract� The classical Schwarz alternating method has recently been generalized in several
directions� This e�ort has resulted in a number of new powerful domain decomposition methods
for elliptic problems� in new insight into multigrid methods and in the development of a very useful
framework for the analysis of a variety of iterative methods� Most of this work has focused on positive
de�nite� symmetric problems� In this paper a general framework is developed for multiplicative Schwarz
algorithms for nonsymmetric and inde�nite problems� Several applications are then discussed including
two� and multi�level Schwarz methods and iterative substructuring algorithms� Some new results on
additive Schwarz methods are also presented�
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�� Introduction� The analysis of the classical Schwarz alternating method� dis�
covered more than ��� years ago by Hermann Amandus Schwarz� was originally based
on the use of a maximum principle� cf	 e	g	 
���	 The method can also conveniently
be studied using a calculus of variation	 This approach is quite attractive because it

allows us to include elliptic problems� such as the systems of linear elasticity� which do
not satisfy a maximum principle	 Such a framework is also as convenient for a �nite
element discretization as for the original continuous problem	

It is easy to show� see e	g	 P	�L	 Lions 
���� that the fractional steps of the clas�

sical Schwarz method� applied to a selfadjoint elliptic problem and two overlapping
subregions covering the original region� can be expressed in terms of projections onto
subspaces naturally associated with the subregions	 Let au� v� be the inner product�

which is used in the standard weak formulation of the elliptic problem at hand� and let
V be the corresponding Hilbert space	 The projections� Pi � V � V��V� � Vi� i � �� ��
are de�ned by

aPiu� v� � au� v�� �v � Vi� i � �� ��

For this simple multiplicative Schwarz method� the error propagation operator is

I � P��I � P���

cf	 Lions 
���� or Dryja and Widlund 
��� ��� ���	 The projections Pi are symmetric�
with respect to the inner product au� v�� and they are also positive semide�nite	 In
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this paper� symmetry is always with respect to a symmetric� positive de�nite form

au� v� and the adjoint ST of an operator S is given by aSTu� v� � au� Sv���
The classical product form of Schwarz�s algorithm can be viewed as a simple itera�

tive method for solving

P� � P� � P�P��uh � gh�

with an appropriate right�hand side gh� The algorithm can be extended immediately to
more than two subspaces	 Recently� there has also been a lot of interest in an additive

variant of Schwarz�s algorithm in which the equation

P� � � � �� PN �uh � gh

is solved by a conjugate gradient algorithm� cf	 Dryja and Widlund 
���� Matsokin
and Nepomnyaschikh 
��� and Nepomnyaschikh 
���	 It has been discovered that we
can view many domain decomposition and iterative re�nement methods as Schwarz
algorithms and a general theory is being developed� cf	 e	g	 Bj�rstad and Widlund 
���

Cai 
��� Dryja� Smith and Widlund 
���� Dryja and Widlund 
��� ��� ��� ���� Mathew

��� ��� ���� Smith 
��� and Widlund 
��� ���	

As already noted� both the multiplicative and additive Schwarz methods can be
extended to the case of more than two subspaces	 We can also replace the projections

by other operators� Ti � V � Vi� which approximate them	 The analysis of the general
multiplicative case introduces additional di�culties	 Recently� Bramble� Pasciak� Wang�
and Xu 
�� and Xu 
��� have made substantial progress towards developing a general

theory for the symmetric� positive de�nite case	 In this paper� we extend the theory to
a class of nonsymmetric and inde�nite problems	

In many interesting applications to elliptic equations� one of the subspaces� V��
plays a special role	 It often corresponds to an intentionally coarse mesh� and provides

global transportation of information between the di�erent parts of the region in each
step of the iteration	 If� for a particular application� it is not necessary to include such
a space� we can just drop V�� We note that Bramble et al	 
�� considered a somewhat
more general situation� however� in the interest of keeping the presentation simple� we

limit our discussion to the case of one special subspace	
With J � � subspaces� V�� � � � � VJ � and V � V� � � � � � VJ � the error propagation

operator of the multiplicative Schwarz algorithm becomes

EJ � I � TJ� � � � I � T���

Our main task is to estimate the spectral radius �EJ� of this operator	
In Section �� we develop an abstract theory for the multiplicative Schwarz method

just introduced	 This work is inspired by the work by Bramble� Pasciak� Wang� and
Xu 
�� and Xu 
���	 Their papers are con�ned to the positive de�nite� symmetric case�
here we consider problems with nonsymmetric and inde�nite iteration operators Ti� In

Section �� we introduce a family of nonsymmetric and inde�nite elliptic problems and
in the rest of the paper we use our abstract theory to derive a number of results on the





convergence rate of several algorithms applied to such elliptic problems	 Throughout

the paper� we also comment on additive Schwarz methods	

This paper does not include any numerical results	 We refer to Cai� Gropp� and

Keyes 
�� for an extensive experimental study of many methods for nonsymmetric and
inde�nite problems	

So far� most of the work on Schwarz methods has been restricted to the symmetric
case	 See Bramble� Leyk� and Pasciak 
��� Cai 
�� �� ��� Cai and Widlund 
���� Cai and
Xu 
���� Mathew 
��� ��� ��� and Xu 
��� for previous work on Schwarz methods for

nonsymmetric and inde�nite problems	

�� An Abstract Theory for Schwarz Methods� Our main task is to provide
an estimate of the spectral radius of the error propagation operator EJ arising in the
multiplicative Schwarz method	 We begin by observing that with

Ej � I � Tj� � � � I � T��� E�� � I�

and Rj � Tj � T T
j � T T

j Tj�

we have

ET
j Ej � ET

j��Ej�� � ET
j Rj��Ej �

This leads to the identity

I � ET
J EJ �

JX
j��

ET
j��RjEj�����

It is easy to see that a satisfactory upper bound for �EJ� can be obtained by showing

that the operator on the right hand side of �� is su�ciently positive de�nite	 It might
therefore seem natural to assume that the operators Ri are positive semide�nite	 This
is so if T T

i � Ti � � and kTika � � but such an assumption on Ri can often not be
established in our applications	 In the general case� we therefore make a di�erent

Assumption �� There exist a constant � � � and parameters �i � �� such thatP
�i can be made su�ciently small and

Ri � Ti � T T
i � T T

i Ti � �T T
i Ti � �iI���

We note that if we can bound Ti � T T
i � �iI from below by a positive multiple

of T T
i Ti� then Assumption � is satis�ed for �Ti for a su�ciently small �� It is well

known that such a rescaling underrelaxation� often is necessary to obtain convergence

in nonsymmetric cases	

We now establish some simple consequences of Assumption �	 In the proof� we give
a simple argument� which we also use in several other proofs	

�



Lemma �� If Assumption � is satis�ed� then

kTika � �i � � �
q
� � �i� � ����� � �� � ��� � �� � �i�����

and

kI � Tika � � � �i�����

Proof	 It follows from Assumption � that

aTiu� Tiu� � ��� � ��aTiu� u� � �i�� � ��au� u��

Therefore�

kTiuk
�
a � ��� � ��kTiukakuka � �i�� � ��kuk�a�

By considering the solutions of the quadratic equation

x� � ��� � ��x� �i�� � �� � ��

we easily obtain ��	 Inequality �� is obtained by a straightforward computation	
In the case studied previously� with Ti symmetric� positive semide�nite� �i � ��

� � Ti � �I � ��� � ��I���

and

Ri � �� ��Ti � ����

cf	 Bramble et al	 
��	 In the general case� to simplify our calculations and formulas�
we set � � maxi �i and always assume that � � ��

A J � J matrix E provides a convenient measure of the extent by which the range
of the operators Ti are mutually orthogonal�

Definition �� The matrix E � f	i�jgJi�j�� is de�ned by strengthened Cauchy�

Schwarz inequalities� i�e� 	i�j are the smallest constants for which

jaTiu� Tjv�j � 	i�jkTiukakTjvka ��u� v � V��

hold�
Note that 	i�i � � and that � � 	i�j � �� In favorable cases� �E� remains uniformly

bounded even when J grows	 By Gershgorin�s theorem� �E� � J always holds	
We next establish an auxiliary result	

Lemma �� The following two inequalities hold�

a
JX
i��

T T
i Tiv� v� � ��E������ � �� �

JX
i��

�i���E�
������av� v��

�



and

k
JX
i��

Tika � ��E��� � �� �
JX
i��

�i���

Proof	 By using the strengthened Cauchy�Schwarz inequalities� we obtain

a
JX
i��

Tiv�
JX
i��

Tiv� � �E�
JX
i��

aTiv� Tiv� � �E�
JX
i��

aT T
i Tiv� v����

We now use Assumption � and the standard Cauchy�Schwarz inequality obtaining

a
JX
i��

T T
i Tiv� v� � ��� � ���a

JX
i��

Tiv� v� � 
JX
i��

�i�� � ���kvk�a

� ��E������ � ��a
JX
i��

T T
i Tiv� v�

���kvka � 
JX
i��

�i�� � ���kvk�a�

The inequalities now follow by using an argument very similar to that in the proof of
Lemma �	

An upper bound for k
PJ

i�� Tika is required in the analysis of additive Schwarz

methods� see Cai and Widlund 
���� it is often relatively easily obtained by providing
an upper bound for �E�� A lower bound on the same operator is obtained� in the sym�
metric� positive de�nite case� by estimating the parameter C� of an inequality similar
to that of Assumption � introduced below	 Note that we now work with the opera�

tors T T
i Ti instead of the Ti that were used in the symmetric� positive de�nite case� cf	

Bramble et al	 
��	
Assumption �� There exists a constant C� � �� such that

JX
i��

T T
i Ti � C��

� I�

Obtaining a bound for C� is often one of the most di�cult part of the analysis of
Schwarz methods in any speci�c application	

In the symmetric� positive de�nite case� an estimate of the condition number of the

operator that is relevant for the additive algorithm is obtained straightforwardly�

C��
� ���I �

NX
i��

Ti � �E� � ���I���

The upper bound is an easy consequence of Lemma �� cf	 �� for the de�nition of ��
The lower bound follows from Assumption � and an elementary inequality� T �

i � �Ti
in the symmetric� positive semide�nite case	

A bound on the rate of convergence of the conjugate gradient method follows from
�� in a routine way	 Similarly� in the theory developed by Cai 
�� and Cai and Widlund


���� a lower bound for a
PN

i�� Tiu� u� and an upper bound for k
PJ

i�� Tika are required
to obtain an estimate of the rate of convergence of the GMRES and other Krylov space

�



based iterative methods that are used for nonsymmetric problems� cf	 Eisenstat� Elman�

and Schultz 
���	

We can now prove� under Assumptions � and �� that the symmetric part of the
operator

PJ
i�� Ti is positive de�nite� provided that

PJ
� �i is small enough	

Lemma �� For any v � V �

a
JX
i��

Tiv� v� �

�
C��
� ��� �

JX
�

�i��

�
kvk�a�

We note that we recover the lower bound in �� by setting the �i � ��

Proof	 It follows from Assumption � that

aTiv� v� �
� � �

�
aT T

i Tiv� v��
�i
�
av� v��

The proof is completed by forming a sum and by using Assumption � and the relation
between � and ��

The main e�ort goes into establishing the following Lemma	 Throughout� C and c

denote generic positive constants� which are independent of the mesh parameters that

will be introduced later	�

Lemma �� In the general case� there exists a constant c � � such that

JX
i��

ET
i��T

T
i TiEi�� � ��

JX
i��

T T
i Ti� where �� � c���E�� � 

JX
i��

�i�
� � ��������

Proof	 We �rst note that the terms with i � � can be handled separately and
without any di�culty	

A direct consequence of the de�nition of the operator Ej is that

I � Ei�� �
i��X
j��

TjEj�� � Ei�� � T� �
i��X
j��

TjEj������

For i � �� we therefore obtain

aT T
i Tiv� v� � aTiv� TiEi��v� � aTiv� TiT�v� � aTiv� Ti

i��X
j��

TjEj��v��

Let dj � kTjEj��vka� � � i � J� be the components of a vector d� We �nd that

kTivk
�
a � kTivkadi � kTivkakTiT�vka � kTivkakTi

i��X
j��

TjEj��vka�

Cancelling the common factor and squaring� we see that we need to estimatePJ
i�� aT

T
i TiT�v� T�v� and

PJ
i�� aT

T
i Ti

Pi��
j�� TjEj��v�

Pi��
j�� TjEj��v� appropriately in

order to complete the proof of the Lemma	
�



We can use Lemma � directly to estimate the �rst expression	 We use Assumption

� to estimate the second expression and obtain�

aT T
i Ti

i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v� � ��� � ��aTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�

��i�� � ��a
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v���

After forming the sum over i� the second term on the right hand side can be esti�
mated straightforwardly from above by

�E��� � ��
JX
i��

�ijdj
�
��

What remains� primarily� is to estimate

JX
i��

aTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v��

By using the strengthened Cauchy�Schwarz inequalities� we obtain

aTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v� � kTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��vka
i��X
j��

	i�jdj �

Therefore� by using the Cauchy�Schwarz inequality�

JX
i��

aTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��v�
i��X
j��

TjEj��v� � 
JX
i��

kTi
i��X
j��

TjEj��vk
�
a�
���

JX
i��


i��X
j��

	i�jdj�
������

We now use the fact that all 	i�j and dj are nonnegative and obtain

JX
i��


i��X
j��

	i�jdj�
� � �E��jdj�l��

The proof is now completed by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma �	

We next note that it follows from Assumption � that

ET
j��RjEj�� � �ET

j��T
T
j TjEj�� � �jE

T
j��Ej���

We use Lemma � to estimate the �rst term from below and the bound �� to show that
the second term is bounded by

�jexp
j��X
i��

�i�I �

We can now put it all together and obtain
�



Theorem �� In the general case� the multiplicative algorithm is convergent if

�

���E�� � 
P
�i�� � ��C�

�

dominates

JX
j��

�jexp
j��X
i��

�i�

by a su�ciently large constant factor� Under this assumption� there exists a constant
c � � such that

�EJ � � kEJka �

s
� �

c

���E�� � 
P
�i�� � ��C�

�

�

We note that in the positive de�nite� symmetric case� the �i � �� By using very
similar arguments� we can show that

�EJ � � kEJka �

vuut��
� � ��

����E�� � ��C�
�

�

The multiplicative Schwarz algorithm can also be accelerated by using the GMRES
algorithm� cf	 subsection �	�	 In the analysis of the resulting method� we need to estab�
lish that the symmetric part of the operator I � EJ is positive de�nite� see Eisenstat�

Elman and Schultz 
��� for the underlying theory	 To obtain a result� we note that since

aEJv� v� � kEJkakvk
�
a � ��� kEJka�kvk

�
a � av� v��

we obtain

aI � EJ �v� v� � � � kEJka�kvk
�
a� �v � V����

This bound can now be combined with that of Theorem �	

�� Nonsymmetric and Inde�nite Elliptic Problems� We consider a linear�
second order elliptic equation with Dirichlet boundary condition� de�ned on a polygonal
region � 	 Rd� d � �� �� �

Lu � f in ��
u � � on 
��

���

The elliptic operator L is of the form

Lux� � �
dX

i�j��





xi
aijx�


ux�


xj
� � �

dX
i��

bix�

ux�


xi
� cx�ux��

where the quadratic form de�ned by faijx�g is symmetric� uniformly positive de�nite

and all the coe�cients are su�ciently smooth	 We use a weak formulation of this
problem�

�



Find u � H�
� ��� such that�

bu� v� � f� v�� �v � H�
� ������

Here �� �� is the usual L� inner product� f � L��� and the bilinear form b�� �� is given
by

bu� v� � au� v� � su� v� � cu� v��

where

au� v� �
dX

i�j��

Z
�
aij


u


xi


v


xj
dx�

su� v� �
dX
i��

Z
�
bi


u


xi
v �


biu�


xi
v�dx�

cu� v� � �cu� v��

with �cx� � cx��
Pd

i�� 
bi�
xi�

We note that the lower order terms of the operator L are relatively compact per�
turbations of the principal� second order term	 We also assume that ��� has a unique
solution in H�

� ��	

For this problem� it is appropriate to use k � ka � a�� ������ a norm equivalent to the
H�
� �� norm	 Integration by parts shows that s�� �� satis�es su� v� � �sv� u�� for

all u� v � H�
� ��	 Using elementary� standard tools� it is easy to establish the following

inequalities�

�i� There exists a constant C� such that j bu� v� j� Ckukakvka� �u� v � H�
� ���

i�e� bu� v� is a continuous� bilinear form on H�
� ���H�

� ���

�ii� G	arding
s inequality� There exists a constant C� such that

kuk�a �Ckuk�L���� � bu� u�� �u � H�
� ���

�iii� There exists a constant C� such that

j su� v� j� CkukakvkL����� �u� v � H�
� ���

We note that the bound for s�� �� is di�erent from that of b�� ��� each term in s�� ��
contains a factor of zero order	 This enables us to control the skew�symmetric term and

makes our analysis possible	 This is not the only interesting case� see Bramble� Leyk�
and Pasciak 
�� in which several interesting algorithms are considered for equations

	



where the skew�symmetric term is not a compact perturbation relative to the leading

symmetric term	
We also use the following regularity result� cf	 Grisvard 
��� or Ne�cas 
���	

�iv� The solution w of the adjoint equation

b��w� � g��� �� � H�
� ��

satis�es

kwkH������ � CkgkL�����

Here � depends on the interior angles of 
�� is independent of g and is at least ����
Let V h be a �nite dimensional subspace of H�

� �� with a mesh parameter h� details

are provided in the next section	 The Galerkin approximation of equation ��� is�
Find u�h � V h such that

bu�h� vh� � f� vh�� �vh � V h����

We will now discuss several iterative methods for solving equation ���	

�� Two�level Schwarz Type Methods� In this section� we consider two classes
of two�level methods that use overlapping and non�overlapping subregions� respectively	

We begin by describing the two�level overlapping decomposition of �� which was intro�
duced by Dryja and Widlund in 
���� see also Dryja and Widlund 
��� for a fuller
discussion	

���� A Two�level Subspace Decomposition with Coloring� Let � 	 Rd be
a given a polygonal region and let f�igNi�� be a shape regular� coarse �nite element tri�
angulation of �	 Here the �i are non�overlapping d�dimensional simplices� i	e	 triangles

if d � � and tetrahedra if d � �� with diameters on the order of H� The �i are also
called substructures and f�ig the coarse mesh or H�level subdivision of �	 In a second
step� each substructure �i� and the entire domain� are further divided into elements
with diameters on the order of h� These smaller simplices also form a shape regular

�nite element subdivision of �� This is the �ne mesh or h�level subdivision	
The �nite element spaces of continuous� piecewise linear function on these triangu�

lations are denoted by V H and V h� respectively	 All elements of these spaces vanish on

� and V H and V h are therefore subspaces of H�

� ���

We introduce overlap between the subregions by extending each subregion �i to a
larger region �ext

i � �i 	 �ext
i with distance
�ext

i 
 �� 
�i 
 �� � �H� �i� Here � is
a positive constant	 The same construction is used for the subregions that meet the
boundary except that we cut o� the parts that are outside �	 In this construction� we

also make sure that 
�ext
i does not cut through any h�level elements	

We note that recent results by Dryja and Widlund 
��� provide bounds on the rate
of convergence as a function of � and that� in our experience� the performance is often

quite satisfactory even when the overlap is on the order h� cf	 Cai� Gropp� and Keyes

��	


�



We associate an undirected graph with the decomposition f�ext
i g� Each node of the

graph represents an extended subdomain and each edge the intersection of two such
subdomains	 This graph can be colored� using colors �� � � � � J � in such a way that no
nodes of the same color are connected by an edge of the graph	 We merge all subdomains
of the same color and denote the resulting sets by �

�

�� � � � ��
�

J 	 Let V
h
i � V h 
H�

� �
�

i��

By extending all functions of V h
i by zero outside �

�

i� we see that V h
i 	 V h�� For

convenience� we set �
�

� � � and associate it with color �� We also use the subspace
V h
� � V H in our algorithm	

It is easy to see that V h is the sum of the J � � subspaces�

V h � V h
� � V h

� � � � �� V h
J ����

All the results given in the next subsection are valid for this decomposition� but the
algorithms can equally well be used for other choices of the subspaces	

���� Algorithms and Convergence Rates Estimates� We begin by introduc�

ing oblique projections Pi � V �� Vi� by

bPiuh� vh� � buh� vh�� �uh � V h� vh � Vi� � � i � J�

It is often more economical to use approximate rather than exact solvers of the problems
on the subspaces	 The approximate solvers are introduced in terms of bilinear forms
biu� v�� de�ned on V h

i � V h
i � such that

au� u� � �bbiu� u� and biu� v� � Ckukakvka� �u� v � V h
i ����

Here �b is a constant in �� ��� A possible choice is biu� v� � au� v� or the bilinear form

corresponding to the Laplace operator or to an inexact solver for one of the correspond�
ing �nite element problems	

The operators Ti � V �� Vi� are de�ned by these bilinear forms�

biTiuh� vh� � buh� vh�� �vh � Vi�

For i � �� we must always� in order to obtain our theoretical results� use an exact solver	

Thus� we choose T� � P�	
We note that Piu

�
h and Tiu

�
h can be computed� without explicit knowledge of u�h�

by solving a problem in the subspace Vi�

bPiu
�
h� vh� � bu�h� vh� � f� vh�� �vh � V h

i �

or

biTiu
�
h� vh� � bu�h� vh� � f� vh�� �vh � V h

i �

We now describe the classical Schwarz alternating algorithm in terms of the map�

pings Ti� we can consider the case of exact oblique projections as a special case	

Algorithm � �The classical Schwarz algorithm��






i� Compute gi � Tiu
�
h� for i � �� � � � J �

ii� Iterate until convergence� Obtain un��h � the n���th approximate solution� from
unh using J � � fractional steps

u
n� i��

J��

h � u
n� i

J��

h �
�
gi � Tiu

n� i

J��

h

�
� i � �� � � � � J�

We can regard this algorithm as a Richardson iterative method� cf	 discussion in
Section �	 More powerful iterative methods can also be used to accelerate the conver�

gence	 We recall that the multiplicative Schwarz operator is de�ned by the operator

EJ � I � TJ�I � TJ��� � � � I � T��I � P���

Since the polynomial I � EJ does not contain any constant terms� we can compute

gh � I � EJ �u
�
h����

without knowing the solution u�h� We obtain�

Algorithm � �The accelerated multiplicative Schwarz algorithm��
i� Compute gh � I � EJ�u�h�
ii� Solve the operator equation

I � EJ�uh � gh���

by a conjugate gradient�type iterative method� such as GMRES�

We remark that if the Ti are symmetric� positive semi�de�nite� then the operator
EJ can be symmetrized by doubling the number of fractional steps� reversing the order

of the subspaces	 We can then use the standard conjugate gradient method� in the inner
product a�� ��� to solve a linear system with the operator I � ET

J EJ 	
The additive variant of the two�level multiplicative Schwarz algorithm� considered

here� is given in terms of the operator T � P� � T� � � � �� TJ �

Algorithm � �The additive Schwarz algorithm��
i� Compute gh � Tu�h�
ii� Solve the operator equation

Tuh � gh���

by a conjugate gradient�type iterative method� e�g� the conjugate gradient method if T
is symmetric� positive de�nite and the GMRES method otherwise�

To prove the convergence of these algorithms for our class of nonsymmetric and

inde�nite elliptic problems� we use a lemma that shows that the contribution from the
skew�symmetric and zero order terms are of a lower order in H�






Lemma �� There exists a constant C� independent of H and h� such that� for all

uh � V h�
�i� jsuh� Piuh�j � CHauh� uh� � aPiuh� Piuh�� for i � ��
�ii� jsuh � Piuh� Piuh�j � CHauh� uh� � aPiuh� Piuh�� for i � ��

For i � �� �ii� holds with H replaced by H�� The same estimates hold if we replace the

bilinear form s�� �� by c�� �� and�or Pi by Ti�
The proof for the exact oblique projections follows directly from Section � of Cai

and Widlund 
���	 For general Ti the result follows from a minor modi�cation of these
arguments	

We can now prove that Assumption � is satis�ed for the mappings Pi and Ti	
Lemma �� For i � �� there exists a constant H� � �� such that for H � H�

Assumption � is satis�ed with �i � �CH and

� �

�
�� �CH � � for Pi

���b � � � CH � � for Ti�

Here H is the coarse mesh size and C the constant in Lemma � For i � �� the same
estimates hold with H replaced by H��

Proof	 We give a proof of the lemma only for the Pi� the proof for the Ti can be

obtained similarly with the aid of inequality i� of Lemma �	
We must establish that

aPiuh� uh� �
� � �

�
aPiuh� Piuh��

�i
�
auh� uh�� �uh � V h�

From the de�nition of Pi� it easily follows that

aPiuh� uh� � aPiuh� Piuh� � suh � Piuh� Piuh�� cuh � Piuh� Piuh�����

The proof is concluded by bounding the second and third terms using ii� of Lemma �	

We refer to Section � of Cai and Widlund 
���� or Lemma � of this paper� for a
proof of Assumption �� i	e	 that

JX
i��

P T
i Pi � C��

� I�

Here C� is independent of the mesh parameters h and H� A minor modi�cation of the
proof in 
��� shows that this bound also holds if Pi is replaced by Ti�

In the study of Schwarz methods with this subspace decomposition and the coloring
introduced earlier in this section� a bound for �E� is very easy to obtain� we only need

the elementary inequality �E� � J 	
We can now summarize our results for this two�level decomposition	 We note that

the constant c generally depends on �b�

Theorem �� There exist constants H� � � and cH�� � �� such that if H � H��

then

kEJuhk
�
a � ��

c

J� � 
P
�i�� � ��C�

�

�kuhk
�
a� �uh � V h����


�



Here J is the number of colors used for the set of extended subregions�

The proof follows directly from the abstract theory and the previous results of this
section	

For the additive Schwarz algorithm� we similarly obtain
Theorem �� There exist constants H� � � and cH�� � �� such that if H � H��

then

kTuhka � CJ �
X

�i � ��kuhka� �uh � V h����

and

aTuh� uh� � cC��
� kuhk

�
a� �uh � V h����

We note that a proof of Theorem � is given already in Cai and Widlund 
���	

���� Iterative Substructuring Algorithms in Two Dimensions� We now
consider an iterative substructuring method for problems in two dimensions	 In de�ning

the partition of the �nite element space into subspaces� we use the same coarse space
V H as in Section �	�	 In addition� we use local subspaces corresponding to the subre�
gions �ij � �i

S
�ij
S
�j� which play the same role as the �ext

i in Section �	�	 Here �i

and �j are adjacent substructures with a common edge �ij � We note that an interior

substructure is the intersection of three such regions	 By coloring the subdomains� as in
the previous subsection� we obtain �

�

� � ���
�

�� � � � ��
�

J where each �
�

i� i � �� is a union
of nonoverlapping subregions that share the same color	 As before� the local subspaces

are de�ned by V h
i � H�

� �
�

i� 
 V h� It is easy to show that

V h � V h
� � V h

� � � � �� V h
J �

We can now introduce additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms based on this
decomposition	 For this decomposition� the constant C�

� can be estimated by

C�
� � C � � logH�h��� �

where C is independent of H and h� cf	 Dryja and Widlund 
���	 Theorems � and �
hold with this C�

� � The estimates of the other parameters� such as �E� � J� can easily

be found using the techniques as before	 We note that a proof of the result for the
additive case is given already in Cai and Widlund 
���	 The corresponding problems
for three dimensions appears to be open	

	� Multilevel Schwarz Type Methods� In this section� we consider a class of
additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods using L� �� rather than two levels	

Following Dryja and Widlund 
��� and Zhang 
���� we introduce a sequence of nested
quasi�uniform �nite element triangulations fT lgLl��� Here T

� � f �i g
N�

i�� is the coarsest

triangulation and  �i represents a substructure	 The successively �ner triangulations
T l � f lig

Nl

i��� l � �� � � � � L� are obtained by dividing each element of the triangulation

�



T l�� into several elements	 Let hli � diam li �� hl � maxifhlig� H � maxi h�i and

h � hL	 We also assume that there exists a constant � � r � � such that hl � OrlH�	
Let V l be the �nite element space of continuous� piecewise linear functions associated
with T l	

On each level� except the coarsest� we introduce and color an overlapping subdo�

main decomposition � � �Jl
i��

��l
i� Here Jl is the number of subdomains on level l� each

corresponding to a color	 We note that there is a �xed upper bound J for Jl� Such a
construction has already been introduced in Dryja and Widlund 
��� ��� and it is quite
similar to that described in Subsection �	� for two levels	 We assume� as before� that

the overlap is relative generous and uniform as measured by the parameter ��
Let V l

i � V l
H�
� ��

l
i�� i � �� � � � � Jl� l � �� � � � � L� be subspaces of V h and set J� � �

and V � � V �
� � V H 	 The �nite element space V h � V L can be represented as

V L �
LX
l��

V l �
LX
l��

JlX
i��

V l
i ����

Xuejun Zhang 
��� has shown that the decomposition ��� is uniformly bounded in
the sense of the following Lemma

Lemma 	� For any u � V h� there exist uli � V l
i � such that

u �
LX
l��

JlX
i��

uli�

Moreover� there exists a constant C�� which is independent of the parameters h� H and
L� such that

LX
l��

JlX
i��

kulik
�
a � C�

�kuk
�
a� �u � V h�

This result is �rst established� in Zhang 
���� under the assumption of H�� regu�

larity� e	g	 in the case of convex regions� and then a proof� based on a recent result by
Oswald 
���� is given in the general regularity�free case	

For � � l � L� � � i � Jl� we de�ne the mapping P l
i � V

h � V l
i � by

bP l
iu� �� � bu� ��� �� � V l

i �

and similarly� for � � l � L and � � i � Jl� we de�ne T l
i � V

h � V l
i � by

biT
l
iu� �� � bu� ��� �� � V l

i �

As before� we choose T �
� � T� � P �

� � P�	

The techniques of the proof of Lemma � can be applied directly to show that
Assumption � holds for the mappings P l

i and T l
i 	 The estimates for �i can be obtained

in the same way as in Lemma � with H replaced by hl for the mappings de�ned for the

level l subspaces	
We can now turn to Assumption �	


�



Lemma 
� Assumption � holds� i�e� there exist positive constants H� and C�H���

such that if H � H�� then

LX
l��

JlX
i��

P l
i �

TP l
i � C��

� I �

The estimate also holds if the P l
i are replaced by the T l

i �

Proof	 Our point of departure is an inequality established in Lemma � of Cai and
Widlund 
����

� �CH���au� u� � bu� u� � CkP�ukakuka� �u � V h����

From the de�nition of the operators P l
i and Lemma �� we �nd that

bu� u� �
LX
l��

JlX
i��

bu� uli� �
LX
l��

JlX
i��

bP l
iu� u

l
i�� �u � V h�

From the continuity of b�� �� follows that

LX
l��

JlX
i��

bP l
iu� u

l
i� � C

LX
l��

JlX
i��

kP l
i ukaku

l
ika�

By Lemma � and the Cauchy�Schwarz inequality� this expression can be bounded from
above by

CC�
LX
l��

JlX
i��

kP l
iuk

�
a�
���kuka�

Finally� by using ���� we obtain

au� u� � CC�
�

LX
l��

JlX
i��

aP l
iu� P

l
iu��

for su�ciently small H�

We de�ne the multilevel additive Schwarz operator by

T �L� � P� �
LX
l��

JlX
i��

T l
i

and the multilevel multiplicative Schwarz operator by

E
�L�
J �

LY
l��

JlY
i��

�
I � T l

i

�
I � P������

To fully analyze the convergence rates of the algorithms based on these operators�
we need to estimate the spectral radius of E	 Here we can use a result due to Zhang


�




���� which provides bounds on the parameters 	l�ki�j for the subspace decomposition fV l
i g

and the mappings fP l
i g considered in this section	

Lemma �� The following strengthened Cauchy�Schwarz inequalities hold�

jaP l
iu� P

k
j v�j � 	l�ki�jkP

l
iukakP

k
j vka�

Here � � 	l�ki�j � Crd�jl�kj� where d � � or � is the dimension of the space�
It is now easy to show that �E� � OJ� by using Gershgorin�s theorem	 By using

the fact that �li � Ohl� � OHrl�� we �nd that

LX
l��

JlX
i��

�li � CH
�
� �

Jr

�� r

�
�

This sum can therefore be made arbitrarily small� and we can therefore satify the
assumption of Theorem �	 Using the general theory� we obtain

Theorem �� There exists a constant H� � �� such that for H � H��

kT �L�ka � C J � �� � �v � V h�

and

aT �L�v� v� � cC��
� kvk�a� �v � V h�

Here c and C may depend on H� but they do not depend on h� H and L�
Similarly� we obtain
Theorem �� There exists a constant H� � �� such that if H � H�� then

kE�L�
M vka �

s
� �

c

J � ���C�
�

kvka� �v � V h�

Here c � � may depend on H� but it does not depend on H�h and L� J is the maximum
number of colors used� on each level� to color the extended subregions�

In conclusion� we note that there are other multilevel decompositions for which the
general framework and abstract theory can be used to obtain new results	 Among them

are Yserentant�s decomposition� cf	 Bank� Dupont� and Yserentant 
�� and Yserentant

���� and the multilevel diagonal scaling method developed by Zhang 
���	 This latter
method can be viewed as a generalization of the BPX method due to Bramble� Pasciak�

and Xu 
��	


�
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